ABSTRACT. In 
INTRODUCTION
The objective of this paper is to study the global existence and t.ho decay property of t.he nonlinear system: and a are functions satisfying suitables conditions.
Existence of global solutions to the system (P) has been investigat.ed by many authors (ef. [1] ' [2]' [4] ' [7] , [8] , etc) for different and positive constant, with a positive or non-negative function. Mochizuki [5] investigated the nondegenerate problem con dissipative terrn a(.T, t.)u'.
Our purpose in this time is to prove the global existence and decay rate of solution for the case: M( s) = s and a(.T) is a positive function. 
PRELIMINARIES
In the sequel V(D). 
Proof. We will use tho Faodo-Cak-rkin met.hod 's. 
with the following initial conditions 
A simple computation shows that 
We have to show that u is a solution of (P). We shall preve only that
T;H¿(O)).
In fact, from (3.18) and
On the other hand (3.37) and the continuity of 9 wo deduce that 
and from (3.38) 
o.(.T)g( u~) -t o.(.T)g( u')

